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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm
to evaluate the possible point matches established by the
traditional ICP algorithm in the process of matching two
overlapping free form surfaces represented as two sets of
unorganised points. While the existing methods mainly use
feature matching to establish or evaluate possible corres-
pondences between the surfaces to be matched, our novel
approach applies motion consistency to evaluate the possible
correspondences. In particular, while the existing methods
assume that satisfying local structural constraints is a ne-
cessary condition for a pair of points to represent a real
correspondence, our novel approach proves that satisfying
global rigid motion constraints is a sufﬁcient condition. A
comparative study based on real images has shown that the
proposed algorithm is accurate and robust for the matching
of overlapping free form surfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, rapid technological develop-
ment of techniques in optics and electronics has enabled
laser scanning systems (range cameras) to provide depth
information from their optical centres to the target and
thus, they have become popular tools for scanning free
form surfaces of objects and the environment resulting
in range images. The analysis of such range images
ﬁnds wide applications in machine vision, autonomous
navigation, and robot path planning. Due to a limited
ﬁeld of view of the cameras, the coverage of the whole
environment often requires a number of images taken from
different viewpoints. Thus, the matching and integration
of these images are compulsory so that the whole model of
the environment can be constructed. In this paper, we limit
our attention to the matching of two overlapping range
images which are represented as two sets of unorganised
points described in two different coordinate frames.
Many methods have been proposed so far to solve
the image matching problem, such as techniques based
on scatter matrix [5], iterative closest point (ICP) [1],
[11], reverse calibration [2], interactive method [10],
and improved ICP algorithms [3], [9], [6], [8], among
many others. An overall analysis reveals that logically,
there are two kinds of information that can be used to
match overlapping range images (Figure 1): one is the
information extracted from each image and the other is
the information connecting points in different images.
But these kinds of information cannot guarantee that the
established point matches between different images are
real. Thus, the key to successfully use these two kinds
of information to match different images is to eliminate
false point matches. However under special situations, the
correspondences between different images can be directly
determined without the need to evaluate them. Thus, the
existing image matching algorithms can be classiﬁed into
the following three basic categories, or a combination of
them:
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Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of existing image matching methods.
1) Structural consistency based methods [3], [9]. This
class of methods have dominated image registra-
tion and matching. The characteristics of this class
of methods are that they assume that satisfying
structural constraints is a necessary condition for a
pair of points to represent a real correspondence.
Thus, they ﬁrst extract structural features from each
image and then examine the consistency between
these features from different images to establish or
evaluate possible point matches between different
images. The methods in this class have to deal
with four primary problems: (1) the features to be
extracted from images are expressive in representing
different views of objects; (2) the features to be
extracted from images are robust to noise, occlusion,
and appearance and disappearance of points; (3)
the similarity metric is powerful in discriminating
different features; and (4) since the features attached
to a point in one image have to match those attached
to each candidate in another, the established point
matches could be completely wrong. Solving any of
these problems is a challenging task;2) Motion consistency based methods [6], [8]. This
class of methods are relatively new and need to be
further explored. The characteristics of this class of
methods lie in that they assume that satisfying rigid
motion constraints is a necessary condition for a pair
of points to represent a real correspondence. Thus, a
set of possible point matches is ﬁrst established by
the traditional ICP criterion, then the quality of point
matches can be measured using rigid motion con-
straints, and ﬁnally false matches resulted from oc-
clusion and appearance and disappearance of points
are eliminated based on their quality measures. Here
the rigid motion constraints describe the relationship
between each point match and the rigid motion
parameters of interest. Since the algorithms based
on global rigid motion constraints can make full use
of redundant image data points for the estimation of
motion parameters of interest, they are often accur-
ate and robust. However, some thresholds necessary
for rejecting false matches must be properly deﬁned;
and ﬁnally
3) Mapping consistency based methods [1], [5]. The
characteristics of this class of methods lie in that
they directly apply a certain mapping to determine
point correspondences between the range images to
be matched without the need to evaluate them. In
order to make sure that the established correspond-
ences are feasible, the existing methods of this class
often impose assumptions on the image data acquisi-
tion. For example, the ICP algorithm as described in
[1] assumes that one image corresponds to a subset
of another in 3D space. The main shortcomings of
the existing methods in this class lie in that their
assumptions are very restrictive.
All these methods have their own advantages and disad-
vantages and may succeed in one situation, but fail in
another. As a result, it is always attractive to develop
methods that are of general use.
In this paper, we propose a novel motion consistency
based algorithm to evaluate the possible point matches
established by the traditional ICP criterion. The difference
between the existing motion consistency based algorithms
and the novel one lies in that:
 One more rigid motion constraint is used to evalu-
ate the possible correspondences established by the
traditional ICP algorithm;
 While the existing motion consistency based al-
gorithms apply a statistical model to evaluate possible
correspondences, the novel algorithm employs the
partial Hausdorff distance [4] to reject false matches;
 All rigid motion constraints are equally treated in the
viewpoint of invariants;
 In particular, we prove that satisfying the rigid motion
constraints is also a sufﬁcient condition for a pair
of points to represent a real correspondence. This
is in contrast with the structural consistency based
methods that to our knowledge, never assure that the-
oretically the established point matches do represent
real correspondences.
For a comparative study of performance, we also im-
plemented another motion consistency based registration
algorithm(GICP) described in [6] and the pulli two-view
registration algorithm [7] based on the traditional ICP
algorithm and the examination of orientation consistency.
The experimental results based on real images have shown
that the novel algorithm is accurate and robust for the
matching of overlapping free form surfaces in the form of
range images.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the novel algorithm, Section III justiﬁes
the reﬁned correspondences, and Section IV presents
the experimental results. Finally, Section V draws some
conclusions.
II. A NOVEL ALGORITHM
In this section, a novel algorithm is developed for
the evaluation of possible point matches established by
the traditional ICP criterion. This algorithm is based on
geometric constraints derived from rigid motions and
necessary for real correspondences to meet. In order to
measure the quality of point matches, the distances based
on the rigid motion constraints are computed. The larger
the distances, the poorer the point matches. In order to
decide which point matches are rejected, three thresholds
are deﬁned by the partial Hausdorff distance [4] as it
is robust to noise and outliers. The details of the novel
algorithm are described as follows.
Given motion parameters rotation matrix R and trans-
lation vector t, from [6], [8], it is known that any real
correspondence (p;p0) subject to the rigid motion (R;t)
must satisfy the following rigid motion constraints about
invariants:
jjp−ejj
jj−p0−ejj
= 1( 1 )
jjp−ejj
jj−p0−ejj
= 1( 2 )
( p − e ) T ( − p 0 − e )
jjp−ejj jj−p0−ejj
= cos(p −q) (3)
where x denotes the projection of vector x on the plane
perpendicular to the rotation axis h, q is the rotation
angle, both the rotation axis h and rotation angle q can be
estimated from rotation matrix R,a n de=− ( I+R ) − 1 tis
called the essential point. Equation 2 shows that the ratio
of the distance between p and e and that between −p0
and e is an invariant. Equation 2 shows that the ratio of
the distance between p and e and that between −p0 and eis also an invariant. Equation 3 shows that the including
angle between p − e and −p0 − e is also an invariant.
All these invariants are independent of any speciﬁc point
correspondence (p;p0), however, they are determined by
the essential point e, the rotation axis h and the rotation
angle q as functions of the speciﬁc rigid motion (R;t).
Let the two range images to be matched be represented
as two sets of unorganisedpoints P=fp1;p2;;pn1gand
P0 = fp0
1;p0
2;;p0
n2g. Due to occlusion and appearance
and disappearance of points, n1 is not necessarily equal to
n2. The points from P and P0 respectively with the same
subscript do not mean that they represent correspondences.
When the motion parameters rotation matrix R and trans-
lation vector t have been initialised or estimated, for each
point pi (i = 1;2;;n1) in P, the ICP criterion can be
used to ﬁnd its possible correspondent p0
i (i=1;2;;n1)
in P0. Then the essential point e can be estimated from
the possible correspondences (pi;p0
i)(i = 1;2;;n1) by
the method as described in [6], [8]. In order to obtain an
accurate and robust estimation of the essential point e,t h e
Monte Carlo resampling technique is employed making
full use of redundant data points.
Then from Equations 1, 2, and 3, the distances meas-
uring the quality of each possible point match (pi;p0
i) can
be deﬁned as:
dist1(pi;p0
i)=jmax(
jjpi−ejj
jj−p0
i−ejj
;
jj−p0
i−ejj
jjpi−ejj
)−1j (4)
dist2(pi;p0
i)=jmax(
jjpi−ejj
jj−p0
i−ejj
;
jj−p0
i−ejj
jjpi−ejj
)−1j (5)
dist3(pi;p0
i)=j acos
(pi−e)T(−p0
i−e)
jjpi−ejj jj−p0
i−ejj
+qj (6)
where h and q were estimated from R at previous
iteration.
In order to decide which point matches are plausible,
the partial Hausdorff distance [4]:
hK(P;P0)=K th
pi2P min
p02P0dist(pi;p0)
is employed to deﬁne three thresholds: a1 =
Kth
pi2Pdist1(pi;p0
i), a2 = Kth
pi2Pdist2(pi;p0
i),a n d
a 3 = K th
pi2Pdist3(pi;p0
i) where dist(pi;p0) is a distance
measure, such as Euclidean distance, between points pi
and p0. Finally, the following rule is used to reject false
matches: If dist1(pi;p0
i)>ka 1, or dist2(pi;p0
i)>ka 2,
or dist3(pi;p0
i)>ka 3, then the possible correspondence
(pi;p0
i) is regarded as a false match. As a result of this
procedure, a set of reﬁned correspondences has been
obtained from which the quaternion method [1] is used
to re-estimate the motion parameters rotation matrix R
and translation vector t. The above steps can be repeated
and terminate either when the iteration number is larger
than a predeﬁned number M, or when the variation
of the average registration errors based on the reﬁned
correspondences at successive two iterations is smaller
than the desired registration error r. This algorithm
is called complete GICP algorithm (CGICP). In the
experiments as described in Section IV, the following
values were used: K = 0:7, k = 1:2, M = 200, and
r = 0:0001.                         
                         
Fig. 2. Real range images. Top: bunny; Middle: cow; Bottom: tubby
III. JUSTIFICATION OF THE REFINED
CORRESPONDENCES
In this section, we prove that as long as point pairs
(pi;p0
i) satisfy the rigid motion constraints imposed by
our novel algorithm as described in the last section and
at least three of pi +p0
i are not parallel and at least three
of pi are not in the plane parallel to the rotation axis h,
then they uniquely determine a rigid motion and all these
point matches can be aligned by this motion.
At the beginning of image matching, since the motion
parameters are not accurate, the distances as deﬁned above
are large. With the image matching progressing, even
though the distances do not necessarily evolve mono-
tonically, the overall trend is that they become smaller
and smaller or approach p. Eventually, the distances
relative to real correspondences are all close to zero or
p. Let’s assume that for more than three point matches,
the distances as deﬁned by Equations 4, 5, and 6 are zero
or p at the end of image matching. Then we have:
jmax(
jjpi−ejj
jj−p0
i−ejj
;
jj−p0
i−ejj
jjpi−ejj
)−1j= 0( 7 )
max(
jjpi−ejj
jj−p0
i−ejj
;
jj−p0
i−ejj
jjpi−ejj
)−1j= 0( 8 )jacos
(pi−e)T(−p0
i−e)
jjpi−ejj jj−p0
i−ejj
+qj = p (9)
Since the denominators of the above equations are gen-
erally not zero and the ﬁeld of view of range cameras is
generally less than p=2, after some algebraic operations,
the above three equations can then be rewritten as:
jjpi−ejj = jj−p0
i−ejj (10)
jjpi−ejj = jj−p0
i−ejj (11)
(pi−e)T(−p0
i−e)
jjpi−ejj jj−p0
i−ejj
= cos(p −q) (12)
Let
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Fig. 3. Bunny images: the evolution of the parameters of interest
at different iterations for different algorithms. Top: rotation angle;
Bottom: average registration error.
−p0
i−e = a(pi−e)+bh(pi−e)+ghhT(pi−e) (13)
Thus, from Equation 12, it is known that a = −cos(q).
From Equation 11, it is known that b = sin(q) (elim-
inating b = −sin(q)). From Equation 10, it is known
that g = cos(q)1. Consequently, Equation 13 can be
rewritten as:
(−cos(q)I+sin(q)H+(cos(q)1)hhT)(pi−e)
= −p0
i−e (14)
where h =( h x;h y;h z) T,H=
0
@
0 − h z h y
h z 0 − h x
− h y h x 0
1
A.
Multiplying both sides of Equation 14 by hT leads to:
hT(−p0
i−e)=h T( p i−e) (15)
or
hT(−p0
i−e)=− h T( p i−e ) (16)
Equation 15 is equivalent to: hT(pi+p0
i)=0 which means
that h is perpendicular to pi +p0
i. Since more than three
point pairs (pi;p0
i) where pi +p0
i are not parallel satisfy
this equation, this case is impossible and thus is excluded.
Consequently, only the second case is possible. Thus,
Equation 14 can be rewritten as:
p0
i = Rpi+t (17)
where t = −(I+R)e, R = Icos(q)−Hsin(q)+( 1−
cos(q))hhT. Obviously, R is a rigid rotation matrix with
RTR = I and the determinant of matrix R is equal to 1.
Equation 17 shows that point match (pi;p0
i) does undergoa
rigid motion with rotation matrix R and translation vector
t. Once point pi and rigid motion parameters rotation
matrix R and translation vector t have been determined,
the point p0
i selected by the ICP criterion and evaluated
by the novel algorithm must be the real correspondent
of point pi. A similar description appears in [8] where
the description is based on distance, rotation angle, and
projection.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For a comparative study of performance, the novel
CGICP algorithm, the GICP algorithm [6] and the pulli
two-view registration algorithm [7] were implemented.
While both the novel algorithm and GICP were dir-
ectly applied to the real images without any image pre-
processing or feature extraction and also without any
knowledge about the distribution of points, occlusion,
appearance and disappearance of points, or motion in-
formation, the pulli algorithm was initialised by the GICP
algorithm and the initialisation of the CGICP algorithm
was the same as the GICP algorithm where the quaternion
q(0) =(
p
99=10;0:1;0;0)T, representing rotation matrix R,
and the translation vector t(0) = ¯ p0 − ¯ p and ¯ p0 and ¯ p are
centroids of the second and ﬁrst image points P and P0
respectively.
The real range images (Figures 2) used in this paper
were downloaded from a publicly available range image
database currently hosted by the Signal Analysis and
Machine Perception laboratory at Ohio State University.
All these images are of size 200 200 which include
6579, 6900, 4262, 4688, 4966, and 5612 unorganised valid
points, respectively. The parameters of interest in this
paper are the calibrated rotation angle ˆ q and the average
registration error em and their evolutions based on different0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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Fig. 4. Cow images: the evolution of the parameters of interest
at different iterations for different algorithms. Top: rotation angle;
Bottom: average registration error.
images are presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5 and their
statistics are presented in Table I. In the ﬁgures, the solid
lines correspond to the CGICP algorithm, the dash-dot
lines correspond to the GICP algorithm, the lines with
plus signs correspond to the pulli two view registration
algorithm.
From Figures 3, 4 and 5, it can be seen that for both the
CGICP and GICP algorithms, at the beginning of image
matching, the calibrated rotation angles ˆ q are small and
the average registration errors em are large. As the image
matching progresses, the calibrated rotation angles ˆ q are
approaching the expected ones and the average registration
errors em are becoming smaller and smaller. These ﬁgures
clearly show the desired evolutionary behaviour of free
form surface matching algorithms. From Figure 5, it can
be clearly seen that while the GICP algorithm got stuck
at a local minimum, the CGCIP algorithm successfully
traversed the local minimum, yielding more accurate free
form surface matching results. From Table I, it can be
seen that the CGICP algorithm is more accurate and robust
than the GICP algorithm for the matching of all images
as described in this paper. This is expected since the
CGICP algorithm used more constraints to deal with false
matches, rigid motion constraints were equally processed
from the viewpoint of invariants and false matches were
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Fig. 5. Tubby images: the evolution of the parameters of interest
at different iterations for different algorithms. Top: rotation angle;
Bottom: average registration error.
rejected based on the partial Hausdorff distance [4] and
thus, reducing the effect of false point matches on the
evaluation of possible point matches. However, the GICP
algorithm could suffer from the adverse effect of false
point matches since it computed the average and standard
deviation of relative gaps over all possible point matches.
The CGICP algorithm is similar to the pulli algorithm
for the matching of both bunny and tubby images. The
reason why the pulli algorithm is more accurate for the
matching of cow images than the CGICP algorithm is that
it established a limited number of 75 correspondences.
Our experience shows that the CGICP algorithm has the
following two advantages over the pulli algorithm: (1) the
latter requires a good initialisation; and (2) when a good
initialisation is provided, the latter cannot guarantee to
improve the coarse matching dramatically. What is worse
is that it occasionally fails to match the two images.
From Table I, it can also be seen that the pulli algorithm
has obtained smaller average registration errors. This is
because it removed 10% worst point matches.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have made two contributions: one
is that we have developed a novel algorithm to evaluate
the possible point matches established by the traditionalTABLE I
THE AVERAGE (em) AND STANDARD DEVIATION(ed) OF
REGISTRATIONERRORS IN MILLIMETRES,EXPECTED ROTATION
ANGLEq AND CALIBRATED ROTATION ANGLE ˆ q IN DEGREES, THE
NUMBERN OF FINALLY ESTABLISHED CORRESPONDENCES,AND
REGISTRATION TIMEt IN SECONDS FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
APPLIED TO DIFFERENT RANGE IMAGES.
Image Algo. em ed q ˆ q N t
(mm) (mm) () () (s)
CGICP 0.21 0.11 19.93 4621 227
bunny GICP 0.23 0.13 20 19.73 5229 127
pulli 0.22 0.09 19.90 4319 15
CGICP 0.50 0.19 30.10 3284 271
cow GICP 0.82 0.70 30 29.39 4430 63
pulli 0.14 0.04 30.27 75 16
CGICP 0.22 0.10 20.09 3101 124
tubby GICP 0.27 0.17 20 19.69 4050 98
pulli 0.23 0.08 19.94 2723 9
ICP criterion using motion consistency for the accurate
and robust matching of overlapping free form surfaces.
The other is that we have proved that once more than
three point matches satisfy rigid motion constraints about
distance and rotation angle, then each point match must
represent a real correspondence and the point matches
correspond to the expected rigid motion. Thus the novel
algorithm guarantees that theoretically the established
point matches represent real correspondences. Comparing
the novel algorithm with structural consistency based
methods, the former does not need to extract any structural
features. Comparing the novel algorithm with the existing
motion consistency based methods, the former equally
treat different rigid motion constraints and employs the
partial Hausdorff distance [4] to eliminate false matches.
Comparing the novel algorithm with the mapping con-
sistency based methods, the former can deal with occlu-
sion and appearance and disappearance of points. Further
research could be to consider the distribution of image
points and ﬁne-tune the parameters K and k for accurate
and robust free form surface matching results. Research is
under way and the results will be reported in the future.
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